ELLEN CURTIS
(Continued from page 26)

The Journey
starts here.

You in?

What do you do for handbags?

Most are gifts. Tory Burch, Christian Dior, Dolce & Gabbana – I
have good peeps who give me good gifts.
Do you wear any jewelry?

I’m a costume jewelry fanatic, more of a bracelet person. The
bracelet I’m wearing now is by Eddie Borgo. I saw it at Neiman
Marcus, took a photo with my phone, sent it to my sister who sent it
to my husband suggesting it as a Christmas gift.
What’s missing from your closet?

A Chanel tweed blazer. Every girl needs one. Not the suit, just
the blazer. I don’t have one and I definitely have to get one. It’s
something I will always keep. q

CLAIRE SINCLAIR
(Continued from page 27)
What’s missing from your closet?

There’s a dress that Priscilla Presley wore boarding a plane with
Elvis. It’s white with a big black bow and it shows the perfect amount
of cleavage. I love that dress so much! I’ve been on the hunt for one
like it, and I’ve come close, but I still haven’t found it. q

MEITAL BRONSTEIN
(Continued from page 28)
What’s your go-to outfit?

A Rick Owens or Enza Costa long sleeve black t-shirt, David Lerner
leggings, Rag & Bone boots -- all in black. Then I always have a Sir
Alistair Rai scarf wrapped around my neck. They’re woven so they
never get itchy.
Tell us about your shoes.

I own a pair of the original cork platform shoes designed by
Nicolas Ghesquière for Balenciaga that everyone knocked off. They’re
my favorite. I also like YSL and I’m still very dedicated to Manolo
Blahnik. My go-to flat is the Havaiana flip flop.
What about handbags?

A YSL patent black Easy shoulder bag, a large Riviera woven
cotton tote by Cat Studio, and a Balenciaga Work bag. My evening
bag is a teeny yellow patent chain bag by Mulberry or a vintage python
foldover clutch. I used to own a lot of Chanel but I sold it years ago to
start my business.
What about your jewelry?
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I wear my Van Cleef & Arpels turquoise studs all the time. They’re
my staple. Or, Sydney Evan gold diamond LOVE studs. I never wear
long or big earrings as I look too ethnic in them.
What’s missing from your closet?

So much! New great St. Tropez wedges by L’Agence coming
to The Bungalow for spring, a gold and blue submariner Rolex, a
champagne refrigerator, a neon-colored jumbo classic Chanel bag in
lambskin, shelves for shoes, and a bigger closet in general to create a
great sitting room. q
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